ODSA discusses student life

By John B. Searles

Students and faculty discussed the quality of student life at MIT as one of the first issues on the agenda of the ODSA's first forum of the year. The forum was held Wednesday night in the Student Center.

Some students felt MIT was a good choice, a significant number were dissatisfied with social life here.

The survey's initial focus was to determine how minority students viewed student life at MIT. The Dean's Office, however, expanded the survey to include all students.

The group discussed the "love-hate" relationship between students and MIT. Many administrators expressed concern for the health and welfare of students.

The survey found that 40 percent of the students are unhappy with the social life at MIT. The ODSA attributed this dissatisfaction to high expectations and student background.
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If a student were to come to MIT with the intention of majoring in EECS and were to be restricted in freshman year as one of the goals of the curriculum, the plan might inject competition at graduate levels, they said.
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